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Abstract
File replication is one of the best known techniques used to improve the performance of le
access in the GRID. Replication allows applications to reduce their execution time because
jobs can prot locality and greater availability
of data.
We will describe how a transparent replica
management mechanism has been implemented into GRID superscalar, a workow
tool for grid enabling applications. This development adds to GRID superscalar the basic
infrastructure for future replica management
researches.
We will also show, as expected, that profiting every unavoidable data transfers and
avoiding unnecessary transfers of output les
with replicas are ecient ways to improve
performance of grid applications.
Both
improvements have been achieved without
transparency-lost to users and applications.
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Introduction

GRID computing is becoming a suitable environment to run large applications that normally have high I/O needs. Many solutions
have been proposed to allow these applications to access data that is not located in the
same nodes where they are running. One of
the most well used techniques is to copy the
needed les to the node where the application
will be executed. This allows applications to
access les at local speed.
In order to take advantage of these time-

consuming copies, many systems keep track of
these replicas and do not remove them hoping that future executions that need these les
will run in the locations where the les are
replicated [9]. As this is a common solution
in GRID execution environments, we planned
to add this feature into GRID superscalar [8].
Actually most current system take partial approaches that work on given situations but are
not general or transparent enough.
1.1

Replica access nowadays

Current GRID execution environments and
work-ow tools already handle le replication
[5]. The idea is that somehow, and this is not
relevant at this time, the system maintains
a set of replicas of a le at dierent hosts.
When the application wants to access a le,
the system queries a service (such as SRB [1]
or RLS [4]) about the location of the replicas
for the le. This query is done using an ID that
should identify the le uniquely. With the information of all available replicas, the system
decides which one to use, or whether a new
replica is needed. The main problem found in
this process consists on how to uniquely identify les.
The most common solution proposed is to
create some kind of unique ID per le, often
called logical le name (LFN). LFNs are included in the application code or in a job description le, thus making this replica mechanism not transparent neither to applications
[7] nor to users. The application needs to know
LFNs in order to query the replica catalog for

getting real locations of les and users have to
specify what les are in the replica catalog or
in local le systems. Real locations are often
known as physical le names (PFN). Therefore, replica catalogs are specialized databases
storing metadata and mappings of LFNs and
PFNs [3].
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Related work

Usually grid work-ow tools relay the responsibility of assigning LFNs to users. Reptor [7]
is the basic component of projects using replication and follows this pattern. It is not really a work-ow tool but a replica metadata
service. It automatically assigns a globally
unique identier (GUID) for replica identication but makes users assign aliases, which
must be unique in the whole system. Associations among users, LFNs and GUIDs are
stored in the Replica Metadata Catalog. On
the contrary, GRID superscalar allows users to
assign LFNs like they typically do with local
les, so the level of achieved transparency is
greater.
Lightweight Data Replicator (LDR), shown
in [10], is a data replication tool, which uses
the Globus RLS [4] for replica location and
performs the generation of new replicas where
they are required. However, LDR does not
handle any consistency among replicas. GRID
superscalar is able to keep a strong consistency
among replicas and job scheduling based on
replica locality, whereas LDR does not have
those features.
Pegasus [5] is probably the work-ow tool
with characteristics most similar to GRID superscalar ones. Pegasus registers every intermediate data generated in a replica catalog
service, being able to reuse le transfers. However, it lacks data access transparency because
it requires job description les. Users indicate
in these descriptions which les are local ones
and which must be searched in the replica catalog, because they are LFNs. On the contrary,
the developed replica management mechanism
for GRID superscalar is totally transparent to
users and grid applications programmers.

Figure 1: Original approach and new ones
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Motivation

3.1

Avoiding unnecessary transfers

Grid applications usually store their results in
les after execution. These output les are
temporally stored in remote nodes until the
execution of the job has nished. At this point
les are transferred to user's host, where the
execution started, and they are deleted, freeing their storage space in the remote host.
This is the usual behavior of applications in
the GRID, performing data moving to local
disks once the execution has nished.
Although traditional approach is totally
valid, when a grid application requires a previously generated le as input, it is adding an
avoidable execution time increase. Let's suppose an application A which generates le F1
and another application B which reads le F1,
as shown in gure 1(a). Application A is submitted to node W1 from the master node M.
Afterwards, application B is also submitted to
node W2 from node M.
• If W1 is a dierent node to W2 (gure

1(b)), one transfer could be avoided, because F1 would be transfer to W2 from
W1 directly, instead of the two required
transfers of the traditional behavior (one
from W1 to M and a second one from M
to W2).

• If W1 is the same node than W2 (gure

1(c)), transfers of F1 will not be required,

when other new replica is required. Both advantages are shown in gure 2(b) and gure
2(c), respectively, whereas gure 2(a) shows
the traditional approach.
3.3

Figure 2: Proting unavoidable transfers

because F1 will be in the right place for
execution of B.
Avoiding this kind of transfers allows to reduce execution time of jobs in an ecient way
for applications which require previously generated les.
3.2

Taking

advantage

of

unavoidable

transfers

During the execution of applications in grids,
some transfers are always required. This kind
of transfers happen when hosts storing the
data are busy, but some computations about
these data are required. In this case, jobs
are submitted to free nodes and transfers
are performed to them. Files resulting from
these transfers are usually deleted once the job
which needed them nished. However, if storage space is not a problematic issue, this behavior can be improved taking advantage of
those unavoidable transfers.
Every transfer can be well-spent if transferred les are handled as replicas. In this
case, when a le is transferred to a host, it
must be added to the list of existing replicas
of that le, adding a new entry in the replica
catalog. This transfer will be useful if, at least,
two applications need the same input le. Taking account of this new replica, new transfers
of the same input le can be avoided. Moreover, the existence of several replicas of a le
can be used for performing parallel transfers

How replica access should be

From our point of view, LFNs should be something completely transparent to users and applications. Our point of view is that developers should write applications as if they were
going to be executed in a single host, but
they should still run on the GRID. In this
scenario, programmers only know about le
names and directories, not about some other
kind of IDs that identify the le globally in the
whole GRID.
Regarding how applications become GRID
executable, we rely on GRID superscalar [8],
which is a work-ow tool that is able to convert
sequential applications into GRID ones. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that the
discussion presented in this paper, although
implemented as part of GRID superscalar, can
also be applied to any other GRID execution
environment or work-ow tool.
On the le system side, the idea is that the
les seen by applications, while running in the
GRID, should be the same as the ones seen
in the host launching the application. This
means that workow managers should be able
to translate names from this le system view
to LFNs without the interaction of users or
programmers.
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4.1

Adding replica management to
GRID superscalar
GRID superscalar

GRID superscalar is a new programming
paradigm for GRID enabling applications,
composed of an interface and a run-time.
With GRID superscalar, a sequential application composed of tasks of a certain granularity
is automatically converted into a parallel application where the tasks are executed in different servers of a computational GRID.
The behavior of the application when run on
GRID superscalar is the following: for each

task candidate to be run in the GRID, the
GRID superscalar run-time inserts a node in
a task graph. Then, the GRID superscalar
run-time system seeks for data dependencies
among the dierent tasks of the graph. If a
task does not have any dependency with previous tasks which have not been nished yet
or which are still running, it can be submitted
for execution to the GRID. In that case, the
GRID superscalar run-time requests a GRID
server to the broker and submits the task.
Those tasks that do not have any data dependency between them can be run on parallel on the grid. This process is automatically controlled by the GRID superscalar runtime, without any additional eort for the
user. GRID superscalar is notied when a
task nishes. Afterwards, structures are updated and any task than now have its data
dependencies resolved, can be submitted for
execution.
4.2

Transparent replica management

Because the characteristics and ease of use
of GRID superscalar, every new improvement must keep the same level of abstraction.
GRID superscalar allows people to perform
distributed computing without having to deal
with complex paradigms. Because this reason,
taking advantage of replicas must be as transparent as possible to application programmers
and users.
When an application using GRID superscalar is running, every open operation of a le
is processed by the run-time. File names are
searched across the replica catalog and if the
le is a replicated one, its replicas are taken
into account. After this search, internal components, such as scheduler or transfer mechanism, are able to decide where new jobs will
be placed based on locality policies and where
replicas can be retrieved from.
Once the execution of a job generates a new
replica of a le, this is added to the corresponding replica catalog entry and, from now
on, it will be available for every new job, indeed after the execution nishes. Every output le will generate a remote le available for
every posterior execution of applications.

As every replica management system, the
writing access to a replicated le adds consistency troubles among replicas [6]. In our current implementation we have adopted a strong
consistency approach: when a task writes in a
replica, the remaining replicas are invalidated.
At this point, the metadata contained in the
related entry is updated and the invalidated
ones are removed from it. This invalidation is
also stored in the structures of the GRID superscalar runtime that will erase useless replicas once the execution of the application nishes.
Users do not care about replicas because access is totally transparent to them. A set of developed tools allows users to list, read and remove replicated les as if they were local les.
They can also get a local le and convert the
replicated le into a local one, removing every
replicated data of the le.
4.3

Replica Catalog

Instead of using a replica catalog like Globus
RLS [4] or P-RLS [2], based on Giggle framework [3], we have developed a lighter approach. Metadata information relative to a
replicated le is contained in a le, shadow le,
in the le system where the original le was
generated. This approach satises our current
replica requirements. It has also been developed having in mind the ease to change it for
using others catalogs, if needed.
Shadow les contain information about the
size of le content and replica information.
This one stores the identication of hosts
where replicas are located, access paths to
them, and some performance metadata used
for further optimizations. In order to reduce
the visual eect of these shadow les, we have
grouped all of them in a shadow directory.
Each directory has its shadow directory (as
one of its children) and contains the shadow
les of all les in it.
Access to metadata is as fast as accessing
to local les (shadow les are local les containing metadata), so the performance penalty
should not be signicant compared to le accesses.

4.4

Changes to GRID superscalar

In order to incorporate the replica management mechanism to GRID superscalar, we
have to change some components of it and deal
with some issues of its internal design.
As we have introduced previously, we modied the component which handles the jobs
submissions. The changes added a query to
the replica catalog for every le used by a job.
From this query, the real locations of replicas are got and the job scheduler is warned
of them, being able to take le locality into
account. This change also modies the stagein job submission parameters, since les can
already exist in the worker where job will be
submitted.
To avoid the deletion of output les we
changed the component responsible of runtime nalization. This component performs
the transfers of output les to the local le systems, removes every generated or transferred
data to workers and cleans up all the auxiliary
les generated. We changed its functionality
to only cleaning up auxiliary les, removing
every stage-out and the corresponding cleanup parameters of the cleaning job.
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Evaluation

5.1

Environment

For our experiments we used a grid of three
hosts, each one with two Intel Pentium 4
CPUs at 3.6GHz with 1 GB of RAM. All the
machines were running OpenSUSE 10.1 with
kernel 2.6.16.13-4-smp and GLOBUS toolkit
4.0.3. The network connecting these machines
was a switched 100Mb Ethernet network.
5.2

Synthetic test

In order to evaluate the maximum benet that
you can achieve with replicated les we have
run a simple writer/reader test in the previously mentioned grid environment. The test
is composed by two synthetic applications:
• A writer which writes a le as big as the

user species.

Figure 3: Execution of writer followed by reader
• A reader which reads the le previously

generated by the writer.

Both applications were run with the replicaenabled version of GRID superscalar and the
original one. Figure 3 summarizes the results
of the experiments. It shows the execution
time of both applications with increasing le
sizes, from 1 byte to 10 megabytes.
As you can see, there are two dierent behaviors in the results although the replicaenabled version is always faster than the original one. The change of behaviors happen when
data size is 2.5 MB. This is due to the buer
cache of the worker machine running this application. We determined exactly that it is 2.5
MB.
On one hand, with data sizes smaller than
2.5 MB both versions achieve a nearly constant
execution time. This is due to data size is
small enough to be stored in the buer cache.
Since the replica-enabled version does not perform any call to GLOBUS for retrieving the
output le and sending input ones, is faster
than the original version, which does it. So
the improvement is due to reduction of unnecessary calls.
On the other hand, data sizes greater than
2.5 MB can not be stored into the buer cache
assigned to the application and execution time
scales linearly with the size. These sizes show
the benets of leaving output les in the gener-

ator machine. The replica-enabled version has
a lower execution time because there are no
transfers of data whereas in the original version execution time is increased with the data
transfer time.
5.3

Matrix operation test

In order to evaluate the impact of using replicas in applications, we have run one which performs user-specied operations with matrixes
based on GRID superscalar. This test is composed by a set of three dierent executions:
• The application is run three times. In the

rst execution it computes the addition of
matrixes A and B, getting the matrix E as
output. The second one adds matrixes C
and D and matrix F is the result. Finally
the third execution computes the addition
of E and F, showing how the use of remote
les aect the global execution time.

Figure 4: Reuse of output generated replicas

• The application is run with the four pre-

viously used matrixes (A, B, C and D)
and computes the addition of them. It
produced the same nal result than the
previous test, but in this case, input matrixes had some replicas and execution
time was reduced because some of them
were stored in hosts where computation
was submitted. In this case, the application generates jobs of pair of matrixes,
so it nally generated three tasks, as the
previous test, but in the same execution,
whereas the previous test had been in
three dierent ones.

Figure 5: Reuse of input generated replicas

• The application is run with dierent lev-

els of replication in its input les. It computes the addition of the four matrixes
A, B, C and D too, but, in this case,
these matrixes are not replicated, replicated only in a worker machine or totally
replicated in both possible workers. This
test shows how both the number of replicas and their placement can have inuence on the execution time.

Results of the rst test are summarized in
gure 4. As happened with the synthetic test,

Figure 6: Inuence of the number of replicas

the replica-enabled version of GRID superscalar is faster than the original one. Results
are pretty similar, getting a close to constant
execution time for matrix sizes below the size
of the buer cache of worker machines, and a
linearly scaled execution time for bigger sizes.
As we remarked before, this behavior is due to
the assigned buer caches of workers to the application. In this case, interval measurements
were wider than in the synthetic test and the
edge has been attenuated by the representation of gures 4, 5 and 6. In the case of the
rst test, you can also notice that dierences
are greater. This is due to the increase of the
number of calls to Globus, for data sizes tting
inside the buer caches, and the data transfer
time added by the original version, when sizes
are over the existing buer-cache size.
Figure 5 shows the results of the second test.
In this case, results have a similar behavior to
the previously explained test but the execution is faster. This improvement is achieved
because the whole operation is performed in
a execution instead of three ones. This way,
overhead is reduced for both versions because
the GRID superscalar run-time is started only
once. Regarding the benets of reusing replicated inputs, the replica-enabled version takes
advantage of them, achieving a shorter execution time for all data sizes.
Finally, the inuence of replica placement
and replica selection is shown in gure 6. As
you can see, with dierent number of replicas, execution time spent by applications can
vary. Results show how using a totally replicated le is always the fastest approach, although for dierent environments to the used
one it can be inadmissible because the required
storage space. However you can also see that
replication can aect negatively to execution
time. This is the case where only one replica
exists in one worker. This happens because the
rst task (A+B) is sent to the worker with the
replicas but the second one is sent to a worker
without any replicated data. This causes an
unavoidable transfer from the rst one to the
second one, transfer which happens concurrently to the execution of the task in the rst
worker. Because this overhead, this replica-

tion scheme is not suitable in this case.
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Future work

The work presented in this paper is just
the basic infrastructure to manage replicas in
GRID superscalar. From this point, we plant
to optimize this replica management and to
add new functionality in many dierent ways:
• Predict when and where a le will be used

to create a replica before the application
is executed and thus remove the overhead
of replica creation from the execution of
the application

• Implement smart mechanisms for replica

deletion based on past usage, predicted
usage and economic models.

• Allow partial replicas (not replicate the

whole le, only the needed parts).

• Integrate the mechanisms to create repli-

cas in advance and the cleanup of replicas
with the partial replicas.

• Improve the replica mechanisms to allow

streaming.
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Conclusions

We have presented a replica management
mechanism developed for GRID superscalar.
This mechanism allows GRID superscalar to
access remote les with transparency to users
and grid applications programmers.
We have also shown that replica management is able to reduce the execution time of
grid-enabled applications by means of profiting every performed transfer and avoiding
deletion of potentially reusable les. Every
new output le is kept in its generating host
avoiding transfers of reused les. Every transfer of an input le is kept in the target machine
and logged as a new replica for that input le.
Inuence of replicas over the execution time
was shown and improvements were achieved,
both for reusing input replicated les and new
remote output les, with a synthetic test and
a realistic application.

This development gives us the necessary infrastructure for future replica management researches.
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